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The Resonate Systems team works collaboratively with
clients to deliver high quality projects and solutions.

We apply agile project management methods to
everything we do to ensure we meet our clients’
expectations on time, cost and requirements.

Our approach and philosophy has enabled us to
successfully apply our skills and expertise across a number
of diverse industries and projects, including Rail, Defence,
Infrastructure, Research, Agriculture and Manufacturing.

To complement our offering, we work with local and
international partners to leverage and integrate the

appropriate technology into our projects and solutions.

SEE THE UNSEEN
PARTNERING WITH CLIENTS
TO DELIVER INSIGHTS
INTO THE PHYSICAL WORLD

DATA ANALYTICS

CUSTOM SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

MONITORING SOLUTIONS
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MONITORING SOLUTIONS

CUSTOM SYSTEM SOLUTIONS?

Resonate Systems bring a range of expertise to data
and signal processing.

With extensive experience in the analysis of complex signals and
large data sets, we are well placed to bring a structured approach to
your data analytic tasks.

Backed by our strong backgrounds in both engineering and
mathematical sciences we bring perspective to each project and
formulate a clear pathway through convoluted data processes
focusing on uncovering meaning and understanding.

By listening to our clients’ high-level requirements and rapidly
reflecting back examples and test cases, we can verify the whole
team's understanding to ensure rapid progress against high
technical risk aspects of the work is made possible.

When a client was faced with a punishing
schedule of field trials, Resonate Systems
developed processing tools that enabled
immediate on-site feedback, reducing the risk of
errors and costly project delays.

Fast & efficient processing
of structural vibration data

The output from a series of automated tests
generating large amounts of image data (100 TB)
needed to be searched and sorted.

Resonate System achieved this by working
closely with the client's research team to
understand the requirements and develop and
build a series of tools to handle the large volume
of data-sets.

High volume data searching

DATA ANALYTICS

The Resonate Systems team is experienced in
machine condition monitoring and analysis, autonomous rail
locomotive noise measurement, collision detection systems for
roadside barriers, driverless iron ore trains and ride comfort
loggers for automotive and rail fleets.

Resonate Systems provides equipment and services to undertake
unattended or attended monitoring. Through automated
measurements with unattended and remote controlled field
instruments, infrastructure, people, buildings and sensitive natural
environments can be monitored effectively.

Additionally, Resonate Systems supplies instrumentation to protect
sensitive equipment to laboratories, universities, semiconductor
manufacturing plants, as well as in the test facilities of electron
and ion beam equipment manufacturers.

Resonate Systems partners with clients to design and build
measurement and control systems tailored to their project and

application needs.

Supported by a team of mechanical, electrical, and computer systems
engineers, we guide our clients from initial requirements gathering,
concept designs and prototypes, through to deployment and testing.

With an ever growing list of deployed systems, our development team
are able to leverage hardware and software designs from past
projects to rapidly deliver custom systems built on tried and tested
architectures.

Resonate Systems developed a National
Instruments CompactRIO based control system
that is part of an automated multi-axis test rig.
The rig's three electromechanical actuators are
controlled simultaneously by the CompactRIO
controller .

The CompactRIO controller measures load cell
inputs to provide feedback position and velocity
control at millisecond response rates.

To meet Australian, US, and European standards,
the test system has been designed from the
ground up to be flexible and responsive to the
changing client test requirements.

Complex Control System

The Resonate Systems’ client employed vibration
monitors to minimise the risk of building damage
(including heritage structures) from construction
induced vibration and to ensure project-specific
vibration requirements were achieved.

When vibration levels exceedances occured,
near realtime alerts sent to the stakeholders
allowed for steps to be taken to reduce vibration
levels and to minimise the risk of damage.

O-Bahn city access project
ground vibration monitoring
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CUSTOM SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

Resonate Systems designed the online monitoring system for
DPTI based on the NI CompactRIO hardware platform and
LabVIEW software.

This solution provides maintenance teams with real-time
health status of all fans allowing for accurate trending of key
fault parameters.

The system measures vibration, voltage and current of
electrical motors.

Key metrics are reported to a SCADA system using
Modbus TCP/IP. In the case of a critical alarm the
system can initiate the motor shut down procedure.

The introduction of the system has reduced
maintenance downtime.
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CASE STUDIESRAIL

WAYSIDE MONITORING SYSTEMS

INFRASTRUCTURE
TUNNEL JET FAN CONDITION MONITORING

Resonate Systems developed a bespoke wayside noise and vision monitoring system
for a client as part of their freight noise attenuation program

Working closely with the client’s stakeholders, the systems were designed, built, fully
documented and deployed against a demanding schedule

The system was developed to function autonomously
and included the following key features:

▶ Integrated image capture to identify
locomotives and wagons exceeding pre-
set noise limits.

▶ Imaging triggered by a
combination of noise levels and
laser distance sensor
measurements.

▶ Key noise metrics calculated
locally and summary analysis
pushed to a cloud based Gateway
(database)

▶ Cloud Gateway with automated
daily and weekly pass-by statistics and system
health reports.

Resonate Systems worked with the South Australian Department of Planning Transport and
Infrastructure (DPTI) to develop and deploy a tunnel jet fan condition monitoring system.

The system, now in operation, offers the DPTI better visibility on the conditions of their assets
over time. The centralised monitoring database provides a clear view on longer term trends
and the identification of potential anomalies

Extended versions available
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AGRICULTURE
INDUSTRIALISATION OF SOIL ANALYSIS PROCESS
Resonate Systems was engaged to collaboratively develop an automated high throughput process to conduct soil
analysis using spectroscopic Near InfraRed methods (NIR).

The new automated process provided a tenfold increase in the number of samples analysed by replacing the existing
laborious and costly manual procedures.

Resonate Systems automated the data analysis module by developing
data-handling and automation routines to interface the core NIR soil
analysis module.

Existing manual test setup and data entry procedures were replaced
with software automation. To achieve this, Resonate Systems worked
with the client to fully understand the interface between the existing
NIR scanning equipment and the data prediction software used.

Additionally, by collaborating with a 3rd party automation company,
Resonate Systems interfaced the sample handling process with the
automated measurement robot removing the need for any manual

intervention.

The University of Adelaide in collaboration with the Cooperative
Research Centre for Optimising Resource Extraction are researching

ways to create a new and unique mineralogy ‘spectral fingerprint’ . Such
database will lead to the rapid development of new low-cost and robust
sensing technologies, capable of being applied in a range of mining and
mineral processing applications.

During the development stage, manually executing a single
iteration of the experiment could take up to 20 minutes for a
proficient user.

The project requires running thousands of iterations of the
experiment, making automation the only feasible means for
effectively conducting this research.

Resonate Systems was engaged to develop a framework to
interface, configure and provide a consistent and scalable
method of communicating with all of the experimental
instrumentation.

At the time of writing, the system has reduced experiment run-
time from 70 days to a matter of hours.

“This software wrap is critical to the project being feasible, enabling
automated collection of large data sets stamped with the metadata; the
alternative would be the near-impossible ask of an operator to constantly
manually set and reset multiple parameters in real-time”, Nigel Spooner
Adjunct Professor at the University of Adelaide.

RESEARCH & INNOVATION
RESEARCH EXPERIMENT SEQUENCE AUTOMATION

Resonate Systems was engaged to develop a framework to interface, configure and provide a
consistent and scalable method of communicating with several instruments. Ten pieces of
laboratory equipment, from a number of Optical Parametric Oscillators (OPO) to simple rotating
stages were interfaced.
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RAIL
ROLLING STOCK ON-BOARD STRUCTURAL MONITOR
To assist a rail client with monitoring the structural integrity of rolling stock, Resonate Systems
developed a customised measurement system to conduct a long-term study.

To gain a full understanding of the dynamic environment and loads rolling stock is subject to over
its lifetime, the customised system involved strain measurements, GPS data and static and
dynamic strain.

AUTOMOTIVE
TOW BAR TEST SYSTEM

Resonate Systems developed and delivered a new tow bar testing equipment to Milford Industries. This test
rig enables Milford to extend its test capabilities allowing them to broad their market reach in Asia Pacific
regions and Europe.

Resonate Systems designed and developed the customised data acquisition system to run for a
period of 12 to 18 months. The system uploaded data continuosly to a custom web portal

enabling remote access to all data feeds.

The systems were subjected to brutal environmental conditions (train bogie) with minimal
access to condcut field maintenance. Because of this, the systems had to be extremely

robust, simple to operate and meet rail industry requirements
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Both concept and full scale systems are based on
National Instruments (NI) hardware interfacing with
a range of external load cells, motor drivers and
actuators.

The load from each cylinder is measured 2000
times a second as an input into a feedback
control system to provide accurate and
responsive force control.

A flexible user interface provides the user with
manual control and a range of automated tests
against Australian and International Standards.



DATAFLEX

With DataFlex Resonate Systems introduces a flexible and robust solution for the acquisition and analysis of many physical
phenomena.

The DataFlex ecosystem opens the door to measuring a wide variety of raw signals with onboard and advanced cloud based
data processing, real-time monitoring and the option to include a stakeholder web portal.

DataFlex can be adapted to almost any measurement and analysis task. For example: General surveys, smart cities
studies, real-time monitoring, structural asset assesments and many more.

Several signal types can be included into a seamless data flow with custom analytics deployed to run on the
DataFlex hardware and more advanced routines available on the Resonate Systems cloud service FlexSpace.

Users can also view data streams via a USB connection using the FlexUi desktop application.

Multiple DataFlex units can be synchronised using the Resonate Systems developed GPS time Synch. With
an impressive synchronisation error of less than five nanoseconds, DataFlex makes distributed
measurements and triggering possible.

For more information contact Resonate Systems or visit www.resonatesystems.com.au

23 Peel Street
5000, Adelaide
South Australia, Australia

+61 08 7200 5700
info@resonatesystems.com.au
www.resonatesystems.com.au
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